Ref.No.Stores/2016-17/

CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR COTTON RESERCH
REGIONAL STATION, SIRSA-125055(HARYANA)
By hand P&D Committee
Dated. 09/01/2017
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Subject: Quotation for Microscope-reg
Sir,
Sealed quotations are invited by the HEAD, CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR COTTON RESERCH REGIONAL
STATION, SIRSA-125055(HARYANA) for the purchase of Microscope with specifications and condition described
below:Sr. Name of articles with specifications.
Amount in
No.
Rupees

1.

STEREO-ZOOM MICROSCOPE:
Item/Parts
Specifications
Optics
Entire optics should be APO-chromatically corrected and
maximum resolution Lp/mm.
Zoom ratio
8:1 (10 X-80X zoom range) or above
10 x to 80x, continuously adjustable (Total
Magnification
Magnification with Optional attachment should be 400500)
10x with FOV 23 or more (10x/23mm wide-field
Eyepiece
Eyepieces) and Eyepieces suitable for glasses wearers,
anti-static.
Objective
1x
Resolution
300 lp/mm or more
0.2
Numerical
Aperture
36.5mm minimum
Object Field
diameter
At least 75mm
Working
distance
LED with ring illumination/LED oblique illumination,
Illuminator
Transillumination, 5 pre-programmed illumination
settings and reproducible lighting conditions.
Trinocular with measurement options for the specimen
Observation
tube
and attachment options
38°
Viewing
angle
0.1
Max Numerical
Aperture
Attached camera
(DSLR) with digital microscopic video / photo output
1

Terms & Conditions:1. Quotations separately for each along with the literature and pamphlets should reach office on or before
27/01/2017 by 13.00 hours.
2. Maximum period for delivery F.O.R, CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR COTTON RESERCH
REGIONAL STATION, SIRSA-125055(HARYANA) will be15 days from the date of issue of purchase order.
3. The rate of sales tax/VAT and other taxes if any chargeable are quoted separately.
4. The make quality and specifications may be stated in detail must be as per details given.
5. Guarantee/Warranty period offered and after sales service available should be clearly mentioned.
6. In case the supply order is awarded, the supply should be effected within the stipulated period mentioned in
the supply order.
7. As the equipment/Instrument is urgently needed for our research work, the firms who will be able to make timely
supply to Central Institute for Cotton Research, Regional Station, Sirsa should quote.
8. Instruments/Equipment will be purchased from only those parties, who can ensure and undertake to provide the
satisfactory after-sales-service within the country. The supplier should also ensure to offer a complete detailed
package on back up support, prompt commissioning, after-sales-service including workshop backup, timely
supply of spares, timely repair of equipments, proper training to Scientists/Technicians on use.
9. In case supply/work is not completed within a fixed period the offices reserve the right to cancelling the order.
10. The payment will be made after completing delivery according the specifications and quality given in the
quotation/ purchase order.
11. The firm should provide original bill along with tax registration no, bank account details etc after completing
delivery.
12. Bill must be submitted in duplicate along with delivery memo and installation certificate.
13. Breakage and losses during the transit will have to be borne by the suppliers and charges on such account will be
deducted proportionately.
14. Other terms & conditions of the supply if any are stated.
15. The Head, CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR COTTON RESERCH, REGIONAL STATION, SIRSA reserve the
right to accept or reject the quotation without assigning any reason.
16. No forms will be prepared in lieu of any tax.
17. Envelops may please be subscribed with word Quotation for Microscope.
18. Payment will be made through on line transfer in favour of the firm/party only after receipt of the articles in
satisfactory condition and demonstration of proper functioning of the equipment. The stamped pre-receipted bill
WULSOLFDWH  LV WR EH GUDZQ LQ IDYRXU RI ³7KH +HDG &,&5 5HJLRQDO 6WDWLRQ 6LUVD´ Advance payment is not
permitted.
19. Arranging the installation and test running of the instrument / item at CICR, Regional Station, Sirsa has to be
done at the cost of supplier/agent for acceptance of the same.
20. The CICR is exempted from custom duty & custom duty exemption certificate will be issued on demand.
21. F.O.R. destination will be at our office.
Head of Station.
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